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Theory of Transformation of Energy: 

“In physics, the law of conservation of energy states that the total energy of an isolated system remains constant, it is said to be 
conserved over time. This law means that energy can neither be created nor destroyed, rather it can only transform from one 
form to another.” 

“For example in a typical light bulb electrical energy is converted into energy is converted into light energy and heat energy.” 

Now I will show here how this energy is typically transforming through stages in human body. After completing the life cycle 
how this energy get transmitted into the atmosphere? And again transmitting to another body prospering a life into it. 

Let’s take a human life cycle as an example. For that we assuming the two important stages of energy transition 

Unit- 1) At the time of birth and 2) At the time of death. 

1) At the time of birth we are again assuming the three functional work of energy. Or dividingit into three sections. 

i) The flesh of the body or (the outer crust) i.e. b1; 

ii) The blood cells and the organ of the body (mid crust) b2; 

iii) The inter sense or spirit of a body (inner crust) b3; 

EXPLANATION: 

b2is the creative particle here, supported by  b3 than b1.b1 is the last layer to be formed and the 1st layer to get  dissolved (after 
death).Life is impossible without these three layers. And the least but equally important (component x) i.e. TheEnergy (mostly 
kinetic). These components enrich formation of life. And it first touches b2 to enhance the total mechanism of the body. Again 
with the help of b2 it proceeded to b3 and later it comes to b1 and the whole body began functioning.    
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Diagram:  

Now if we consider the body and its function as Bf Then the equation will be- 

𝐵𝑓 = 𝑥 (b2 + b3 + b1) 

This is the Theory of Body Functioning  Through Energy Transformation.  

Laws to Support the Theory 

1) Every living body needs energy to form. 

2) Theseconnection is  done  through b1; b2 and b3.functioning  

at the same time in a same element. 

3) The every flow should be unidirectional affecting individually 

with its with its same intensity.  

4) Thecomponent x must be continuous. 

This theory emphasis the pre-birth situation.Of skipping the entire journey of the life.We will discuss the after death. 

In the same way just in the opposite direction. (from b2 to b3 to b1)the energy gets ultimately dissolved from a body. 

But here the question arise if the energy flow is continuous then where does the energy goes after the end of a life? 

 

ANSWER: 

We all know that there are two types of energy- 

b1 

 

b3 b2
 

 

In this the black arrow are showing  The Direct Flow of energy & the  
blue arrow is showing the indirect flow of energy i.e. from b3 to b1.   
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1. Kinetic energy and the other one 

 2. Potential Energy.  

These two forms of energy are both exist in different forms and in different ways. 

It is been already told that when the energy persists in a body  

it works as a kinetic energy. Now when the energy get relies from a body it automatically turns into Potential Energy. 

These potential energy now get dismiss into the atmosphere, 

draining out all the impurities. Getting purified by nature. Hence, t5he body receiving a conventionality in itand transform into 
a  new life. This is how the same energy circulate  

from atmosphere to body and from body to atmosphere. 

The component x when get transformed it goes through  

Three distinctive stages:- 

1)Pre-purification stage i.e –Px1 

2)Filtered  stage i.e- Fx0 

3)Post-purification stage i.e- Px2 

 

 

Diagram: 

 

 

Component x flowing from Px1 to Fx0 and from Fx0 to Px2 

Px1 Fx0 Px2 
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As the component x is unidirectional the energy flowing from Px1 to Fx0 to Px2. 

Equation:  

x = 𝑓𝑥 (Px1 + Fx0 + Px2) 

But here, there is another proof. As the form of Px2 the x component transmitted again to the body and there is hardly any 
difference between the Px2 and b3 layer. This is the moment it is again transmitted from potential energy to kinetic energy. The 
same thing happens with b3 and Px1 and vice versa. At last we can see the energy of the earth is circular it its way. Just the form 
gets transferred and everything remains same. Here comes another diagram.  

The circular pattern of energy transformation. 
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Equation:  

𝐵𝑓
𝑋

 = 𝑓{𝑥(b2 + b3 + b1
𝑃𝑥+𝐹𝑥0+𝑃𝑠2

)} 

               OR 

  B = 𝑓(b2 + b3 + b1
𝑃𝑥+𝐹𝑥0+𝑃𝑠2
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